
Product Review for Liliputi Carrier 
„Liliputi® Buckle Carrier 

Rainbow line - Folk-tale” 

First of all, I must admit, I did not know much about Liliputi products myself until I turned Mummy 

the second time round. Now, I am a fan! 

Like all Liliputi products, the Carrier is absolutely beautiful to look at! It has the most beautiful 

pattern, which is something, most other carriers do not have. 

Another thing that needs to be said, if you like Manduca, you are bound to like the Liliputi carrier, 

too. It is a Fullbuckle carrier with a lot of different wearing-options – you can easily wear your 

child on front or back, with crossed straps or like a normal rucksack. 

It has an integrated infant insert, of which I am no fan, as I find most carriers are best parted: one 

for babies, one for bigger children, who can already walk, or at least sit. What I did find cool is 

that the insert can be taken out and is not in the way when using the carrier with bigger children. 

The reason for me not being a fan of these inserts is that babies feet are inside the buckle and do 

not stick/ dangle out – you don’t have your baby in the right position from my point of view. 

Another thing why I do not think the buckle is suitable for the really little ones is, that it is quite stiff 

as it’s not made of sling. Therefore I do not see how a baby’s back could round itself in there.  

But what I did find is that for bigger children, the buckle is absolutely perfect – if it suits you 

ergonomically, that is –like with every other carrier!  

I have two children (Age 2, size 86/92cm, 12kg; Age 4 size 116/122cm, 19,5kg). Both of them 

love sitting in this beautiful carrier! And it even has extenders to support the knee to knee – 

seating!  

I did not try out the hip carry, as I find that buckle carriers are not optimal for hip carry (prefer ring-

slings for this kind of baby-wearing), but I found the carrier very comfortable for back & front 

carry, even with a “heavier” child. (Both children claim, this one is “their” carrier because it is so 

beautiful!) 

The carrier is really easy to apply and is produced in the EU, which is a definite Plus Point from 

my point of view! It’s got straps in all the right places (the material of the harnesses could be a bit 

softer) so you can make it just right for you and your child. Some FB carriers do not have straps 

at the top (next to the head) which is not very useful, when children fall asleep, as you can not 

pull their head to your chest. Not so this carrier, you can also extend the back (opening of the zip) 

and pull a hood over babies/ toddlers head. 

Conclusion: 

I myself always prefer carriers to be made of sling for optimal comfort of the child. For people who 

do not excessively babywear, the Liliputi Buckle carrier is a definite Must-Try and I am proud to 

have one for my consultancy/ Kangatraining parents to try out.  

Keeping the design & extras it comes with in mind, you get good value for your money! So far, 

every mummy who has seen it has fallen in love with it and those who got to try it out in training 

found it very comfortable! 

 


